Alternate Transportation to/from Raleigh/Durham (RDU) International Airport  
(RDU Airport 919-840-2123)

Price Range $90 - $120

Cabs from RDU Airport to Elon University:

RDU Transport Services ---------- 919-308-8716  Cost will run around $95
American Cab Company ---------- 919-821-0095  Cost will run around $120
Cardinal Cab Inc. ----------------- 919-828-3228 Cost will run around $110

Cabs from the Burlington area:

Golden Eagle Taxi -------------- 336-227-0550 Cost will run around $85

Alternate Transportation to/from Piedmont Triad (PTI) International Airport  
(PTI Airport 336-665-5600)

Price Range $60 - $70

Cabs from PTI Airport to Elon University:

PTI Airport Transportation ------ 877-796-5466 Cost will run around $60  
(for two or more students, $30 each)
Untied Yellow Taxi ------------- 336-273-9421 Cost will run around $65

Cabs from the Burlington Area to PTI Airport:

Golden Eagle Taxi -------------- 336-227-0550 Cost will run around $60